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Report TitleRunway closures

Initial Report

The runway at [Airport] is in desperate need of repairs, full of patches and bumps. In itself, this is
little more than mildly annoying. The safety concern arises because these patches frequently
breakup during normal operations resulting in immediate runway closure which typically lasts an
hour or so while emergency repairs are undertaken. As an occasional occurrence, this would be no
more than inconvenient to the diverting traffic. But it is not occasional, these unplanned runway
closures are happening a few times a month and seem to be getting more frequent.

As pilots, we look at weather and NOTAMs to carry a safe yet cost-effective fuel load. We cannot
plan for unexpected runway closures everyday, which is appropriate when these events are rare.
They are no longer rare at [Airport]. Safety margins are eroded significantly when aircraft divert
with low fuel and little time to prepare. Not to mention the disruption and delays caused to
passengers and crew. Local crews are routinely carrying extra fuel to [Airport], unfamiliar crews
have no warning of the problem so cannot learn.

I hope that CHIRP can access data from the airport on the frequency of these closures to assess the
scale of the problem. There is concern among pilots that nothing is being done to address the
problem and it would be helpful if CHIRP could establish if there is a plan is place.

Comment

CHIRP is grateful for the Airport’s pro-active response to our enquiries. It’s a tricky matter to decide
when the frequency of closures might warrant a NOTAM but the key issue is to make sure that all
airline users are aware of the problem so that they can take mitigations, which is what the intent of
a NOTAM would be. Adding the issue to the agenda of the runway safety team forum meets that
requirement to ensure that all users are made aware of the issue, and this represents a positive
outcome from this report.
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